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Evolution of Application Architecture

https://www.oracle.com/cloud/cloud-native/what-is-cloud-native/

https://www.oracle.com/cloud/cloud-native/what-is-cloud-native/


Disaggregation leads to more endpoints

https://dev.to/alex_barashkov/microservices-vs-monolith-architecture-4l1m





Swan Lake



Object Oriented Programming (OOP)

Everything is an object. 

Encourages developers to create complex entities and processes 
with encapsulation and polymorphism using objects.

- Ideal for monolithic applications with complex logic and several 
boundaries.

But…
OOP increases the complexity of creating a system.



Data Oriented Programming (DOP)

Great for smaller services 

- Communicate over the wire by sending and receiving data
- Typically, manipulate data from multiple services

Goal
  decrease system complexity by separating code from data. 



It is all about abstractions..

Data
- Representing the data - shape of data, separation from code (behaviour)
- Manipulating data 
- Communicating data

Network
- Communicating data across different clients and services via different 

network protocols

Concurrency
- Concurrency safety during application scaling and inherently concurrent 

operations on data



Data abstractions in Ballerina

https://www.infoq.com/articles/ballerina-data-oriented-language/



Data abstractions in Ballerina
Ballerina  records - Data is a first class citizen 

- Make it easy to model the 
data that the program 
manipulates and move 
over the network.

- Can create custom record 
types to represent the 
data model. 



Data abstractions in Ballerina
Flexible type system - Control openness

- Robustness principle : Be conservative in 
what you send, be liberal in what you 
accept.

- Open records allow fields other than those 
specified. The type of unspecified fields is 
anydata.



Data abstractions in Ballerina

Flexible type system - Represent optionality and unions

- Optional fields can be omitted when 
creating a value of the record type.

- T1|T2 is the union of the sets 
described by T1 and T2.

pe T? means T or nil. I.e. T|()



Data abstractions in Ballerina

JSON/XML are first class types



Data abstractions in Ballerina

Powerful query support



Network abstractions in Ballerina

Clients

- Client applications consume network 
services. 

- Ballerina supports defining client objects to 
allow a program to interact with remote 
network services using remote methods.

- Payload data-binding allows directly binding 
the response payload to a given subtype of 
anydata. It does this by mapping a given 
HTTP content-type to one or more Ballerina 
types. 



Network abstractions in Ballerina

Services

- First-class language concepts for providing and 
consuming services.

- Libraries provide protocol-specific Listeners, which 
receive network input and dispatch to services

- Service support two interface styles

- remote methods - support RPC style (used for 
gRPC)

- Resources methods - support RESTful style (used 
for HTTP and GraphQL)



Network abstractions in Ballerina

Services



Concurrency in Ballerina

Concurrency-related features are built 
into the language as first-class citizens, 
and they map directly onto sequence 
diagrams.

- Strand 
a logical thread of control assigned to every 
worker

- Named workers 
run concurrently with the function's default 
worker and other named workers.

- Asynchronous function calls 
 a function asynchronously and the function 
runs on a separate logical thread (strand).



Concurrency safety in Ballerina

Ballerina's main goal for service concurrency is to achieve decent 
performance and a decent level of safety.

- Listener can have multiple threads serving incoming requests concurrently
- There are no undetected data races that lead to wrong results

Locks 
- allows the access of mutable state from multiple strands running on separate threads

Isolated functions  
- a function that is concurrency safe if its arguments are safe. 
- Allowed to access a mutable state only through its parameters

The readonly type 
- Represents immutable values



Code to cloud support in Ballerina

- Greatly simplifies the 
experience of developing and 
deploying Ballerina code in the 
cloud.

- Supports generating the 
deployment artifacts for the 
Docker, K8s, Azure functions.

- Use Cloud.toml to change the 
generated artifact values.



Observability in Ballerina

● Every Ballerina program is 
automatically observable by any Open 
Telemetry tool.

● Gives the complete control and 
visibility into the code’s behavior and 
performance.

● It has 3 main pillars:

○ Metrics - Prometheus, Grafana

○ Tracing - Jaeger

○ Logging - Elastic Stack



Powerful visualizing and design capabilities

Architectural design view



Powerful visualizing and design capabilities

Text and graphical syntax parity



Powerful visualizing and design capabilities

Data mapping



Powerful visualizing and design capabilities

Service designing



Ballerina is a full platform

● VSCode plugin

○ Source and graphical editing

○ Debugging

● Tools for working with OpenAPI, GraphQL schemas, gRPC schemas

● Generate API Documentation  & test framework

● Ballerina standard library and extended library

● Ballerina Central (https://central.ballerina.io/)

○ Module sharing platform

https://central.ballerina.io/


Join with 
Ballerina 

Community

Discord : https://discord.gg/ballerinalang

SO : : https://stackoverflow.com/questions/tagged/ballerina

Twitter https://twitter.com/ballerinalang

GitHub : https://github.com/ballerina-platform

https://discord.gg/ballerinalang
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/tagged/ballerina
https://twitter.com/ballerinalang
https://github.com/ballerina-platform



